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1. INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

Drug discovery is a challenging and complicated process requiring considerable time and 

resources. In a typical scenario, a plethora of molecules is initially screened in biochemical assays 

to identify potential compounds with favorable activity. Following a series of iterative 

optimizations, the most promising candidates are subjected to more specific and progressively 

more expensive tests that further reduce the number of molecules with suitable profiles. Finally, 

compounds showing optimal properties in preclinical testing are moved to clinical trials to assess 

their pharmacokinetics, safety and efficacy against the targeted disease. A recent analysis on the 

likelihood of approval (LOA) by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) has shown that 

only 9.6% of the compounds entering Phase I successfully make it to the market, thus revealing 

the volatile nature of the large investments made in drug discovery programs.1 In this regard, 

technology advancements are continuously fostering the development of computational tools that 

can be highly valuable to efficiently optimize efforts and resources, particularly in the early stages 

of the discovery pipeline.  

Among the research fields in the spotlight during the last two decades, covalent drug discovery 

has received an increasing interest following the introduction of specific design principles.2 

Contrary to what occurs with reversible noncovalently binding molecules, the mechanism of action 

of covalent drugs (Scheme 1) also entails the formation of chemical bonds between an electrophilic 

moiety of the drug, also known as the “warhead” group, and a nucleophilic residue of the protein 

responsible for the targeted disease.  

 

Scheme 1. Binding mechanism of covalent drugs. The first step involves the formation of a noncovalent 
protein (P)-ligand (L) complex (P·L) regulated by equilibrium binding kinetics. In the second step, a 
covalent bond is formed between the reacting partners, ultimately leading to a covalent adduct (P‒L). 

 
1 Biotechnology Innovation Organization, Biomedtracker, Amplion Clinical Development Success Rates 
2006‐2015 (BIO, Washington, DC, BioMedTracker, CA, Ampion, OR, 2016). 
2 Singh, J.; Petter, R.C.; Baillie, T.A.; Whitty, A. Nat. Rev. Drug Discov., 2011, 10 (4), 307–317. 
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Several covalent drugs have been approved by regulatory authorities such as the U.S. FDA, 

with aspirin, penicillin, omeprazole and clopidogrel being the most successful examples. It is 

known that around 33% of enzymes with available marketed therapies have at least one 

representative drug acting through a covalent mechanism3, although also other classes were found 

to be susceptible. This approach has proven valuable against a wide variety of targets involved in 

oncogenic, inflammatory or autoimmune diseases, among others, thus revealing its significant 

impact on human health. Despite this, developments in the field were initially hindered by the risks 

of off-target labeling, generation of highly reactive metabolites and potential idiosyncratic 

reactions arising from the use of hyper-reactive and non-selective covalent binders. However, by 

establishing guidelines for the rational design of potent and safe targeted covalent inhibitors 

(TCIs), it is now acknowledged that covalent drugs can provide selectivity for their target when 

featuring a moderately reactive warhead.4 Furthermore, thanks to their unique mode of action, 

these molecules can ensure high biochemical potency and reduced dosing regimens in patients, 

together with the opportunity to overcome resistance mechanisms and to find therapies for targets 

previously considered as “undruggable”. 

 

Figure 1. Selection of TCIs equipped with a variety of different warheads. Targets are reported in brackets. 
Warheads are shown as red circles. 

 
3 Robertson, J.G. Biochemistry, 2005, 44 (15), 5561–5571. 
4 Ábrányi-Balogh, P.; Petri, L; Keserű, G.M., et al. Eur. J. Med. Chem., 2018, 160, 94–107. 
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Covalent binders can react with their target through a variety of warhead chemotypes.5 In 

Figure 1, a number of pharmacologically active covalent inhibitors are shown to demonstrate that 

different chemical moieties might be used effectively to modify a target with high specificity, as 

requested by the TCI approach. Among the most frequently used warheads, acrylamides undergo 

a Michael addition reaction by forming a covalent bond with the targeted nucleophilic cysteine 

(e.g., afatinib and ibrutinib in Figure 1). Cysteine residues can be selectively modified also by 

electrophiles reacting via completely different chemistries, as exemplified by the nitrile group of 

odanacatib, the sulfoxide group of omeprazole, or the epoxide group of fosfomycin. However, 

despite the variety of warheads incorporated in known natural or synthetic covalent drugs, most of 

the efforts aimed to the rational design of novel TCIs have primarily focused on the modification 

of known reversible binders by typically including an acrylamide warhead. To extend the scope of 

suitable electrophiles for covalent drug discovery programs, our group has developed cysteine-

selective electrophilic libraries spanning a wide range of warhead chemotypes, by assessing their 

reactivity and selectivity against biochemical models. Since different chemotypes bind via 

different reaction mechanisms, these are characterized by distinct intrinsic reactivities, which can 

also be tailored by changing the warhead substituents. Furthermore, the specific arrangement of 

binding site residues located at the reaction site can further modify the electrophilic profile. In 

addition to our work, also other studies have recently appeared to validate the utility of considering 

more than a single warhead in the early stages of covalent drug design programs.6 As a result, these 

findings prompt to evaluate a wide range of warheads in electrophilic libraries screened for the 

identification of novel chemical starting points, as their reactivity can be tailored along the way to 

avoid undesirable off-target modifications. Although most of covalent design programs are 

focused on targeting non-conserved reactive cysteines, it is important to note that a TCI approach 

can also be used to target other nucleophilic residues like serines (penicillin G, rivastigmine, 

orlistat, beloranib and telaprevir in Figure 1), threonine (bortezomib), or even lysines.7 As known 

from organic chemistry, some of the electrophiles can react with more than one nucleophilic 

residue, as exemplified by the epoxide group present in both cysteine- (fosfomycin) and serine-

bound (beloranib) covalent inhibitors in Figure 1. Nonetheless, high target selectivity can be 

 
5 Gehringer, M.; A. Laufer, S. J. Med. Chem., 2018, 62 (12), 5673–5724. 
6 McGregor, L.M.; Jenkins, M.L.; Shokat, K.M. et al. Biochemistry, 2017, 56 (25), 3178–3183. 
7 Liu, R.; Yue, Z.; Tsai, C.-C.; Shen, J. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2019, 141 (16), 6553–6560. 
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achieved by optimizing the noncovalent part of the inhibitor structure, as underlined by the design 

principles. 

Given the appealing advantages provided by covalent drugs, having well-functioning 

computational tools at disposal is of utter importance to support the rational design of TCIs. 

Among the most widely applied structure-based methods, molecular docking has proven useful in 

many stages of the drug discovery process, from early hit identification in virtual screening (VS) 

to candidate optimization. Docking allows to predict the binding mode of compounds in protein 

binding sites by scoring the interactions formed by a series of ligand conformations. Over the 

years, several docking programs were developed by implementing different types of 

conformational search algorithms and scoring functions. However, while these tools can often 

ensure reliable results for ligands that bind noncovalently, different approaches are required to 

model the distinctive features of covalent binders.8 To address this, a number of covalent docking 

protocols were recently developed and integrated in the computer-aided drug discovery toolbox.9 

Covalent docking methods use conceptually distinct approaches to face common challenges in 

modeling the binding of covalent inhibitors. The most relevant difficulties are typically found in: 

a) scoring the close contacts at the reaction site using traditional molecular mechanics force fields, 

b) modeling the structural changes upon covalent linkage, and c) evaluating the energy of bond 

formation. While various expedients were developed to work around the first two limitations, 

scoring the covalent bond formation requires time-demanding quantum mechanical (QM) 

calculations that are not yet suitable for docking tools meant to yield fast predictions. Therefore, 

differences in the energetic profiles of distinct reaction pathways cannot be grasped by covalent 

docking tools, which prevents the comparison of ligands characterized by different reactivities. As 

a result, appropriate virtual screening by covalent docking requires to compile libraries of ligands 

with highly similar reactivity profiles, which mostly implies screening a single warhead type, thus 

limiting the chemical diversity spanned in the compound collection. 

So far, only few covalent docking applications have been described in the literature, being a 

rapidly growing but still quite recent research field. However, despite the caveats posing relevant 

challenges for accurate predictions, many of the available covalent docking algorithms have 

already been applied successfully in binding mode analyses and in optimization programs, 

 
8 De Cesco, S.; Kurian, J.; Moitessier, N., et al. Eur. J. Med. Chem., 2017, 138, 96–114. 
9 Kumalo, H.M.; Bhakat, S.; Soliman, M.E.S. Molecules, 2015, 20 (2), 1984–2000. 
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providing a solid ground for future technology improvements. In my thesis, I have first carried out 

a thorough evaluation of some of the most used covalent docking algorithms. Then, based on the 

collected insights, I have focused on the development of new covalent docking protocols for the 

identification of TCIs against different pharmacologically relevant targets. 

2. METHODS 

An unbiased comparative evaluation of six covalent docking methods was performed by 

inspecting their ability to reproduce the binding mode observed in an unprecedentedly large set of 

207 covalent complexes collected from the Protein Data Bank (PDB). 

Free online databases of molecules available from commercial suppliers were consulted to 

compile electrophilic libraries for the virtual screening applications described throughout this 

work, as well as to purchase virtual hits for experimental testing. 

Different virtual screening protocols designed for the identification of TCIs were developed 

and tested in several case studies. They were devised and classified based on the scope of their 

application in protocols for virtual screening of single-warhead or multi-warhead libraries.  

Two hierarchical structure-based protocols for single-warhead libraries were developed using 

consecutive noncovalent and covalent docking simulations. Other than enabling high virtual 

screening throughputs, they reflect the multi-step binding mode of TCIs by modeling both pre- 

and post-reaction states. Furthermore, one of the two protocols (DUckCov) relies on Dynamic 

Undocking (DUck)10 to evaluate the strength of H‐bonds defined as key for the protein-ligand 

binding event. DUck is a method using molecular dynamics (MD) and steered-molecular dynamics 

(SMD) simulations to calculate the work required to break the inspected H-bond. DUck evaluates 

the structural rather than the thermodynamic stability of the complex, and it has been shown to be 

orthogonal to methods that estimate binding energies (e.g., docking). 

WIDOCK was designed as a warhead-sensitive virtual screening protocol for the identification 

of cysteine-targeted covalent binders. It enables virtual screening of compound libraries that 

include multiple warhead types by incorporating their experimental or predicted reactivity towards 

thiol residues into the docking protocol of AutoDock4, thus overcoming the inherent limitation of 

current covalent docking methods. 

 
10 Ruiz-Carmona, S.; Schmidtke, P.; Barril, X., et al. Nat. Chem., 2017, 9 (3), 201–206. 
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Different computational tools were applied to calculate reactivity and accessibility descriptors 

for various cysteine residues of protein targets investigated in this thesis. These descriptors were 

used to analyze and interpret covalent docking as well as experimental screening results. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1. Comparative evaluation of covalent docking tools 

Six tools were evaluated in a comparative covalent self-docking challenge: the flexible side 

chain method of AutoDock4, CovDock-LO (herein also “CovDock”), FITTED, GOLD, ICM-Pro, 

and MOE’s built-in covalent docking module (MOE). As shown in Figure 2, it was found that 

around 40−60% of the top scoring ligand poses (TOP1) were predicted to have a RMSD within 

2.0 Å from the experimental binding mode, with ICM-Pro (62%) and CovDock (59%) showing 

the highest accuracies. This rate increased to almost 90% for ICM-Pro, to the range of 65−75% 

for AutoDock4, CovDock, FITTED, and GOLD, and to 50% for MOE when considering top ten 

scoring poses (TOP10).  

 

Figure 2. Overall success rates in the prediction of experimental binding modes. Rates are calculated as the 
percentage of complexes for which a ligand pose was predicted within the specified RMSD cutoff. Bright 
colors refer to success rates in the best scoring (TOP1) docking conformation; light colors to rates within 
TOP10 poses. The grey area on top of FITTED reflects the percentage of complexes for which a covalent 
docking could not be performed (~15%). 
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Covalent docking results were inspected to identify possible scoring and sampling errors of the 

docking tools. A scoring error was defined as a case when a near-native ligand conformation was 

retrieved within ten docking solutions, but not scored as the best. A sampling error, instead, 

referred to a case in which a correct ligand conformation could not be predicted within top ten 

docking poses. To provide an illustrative example, covalent docking results for a fragment-sized 

maleimide derivative covalently bound to Cys118 in the HRas:SOS complex are shown in Figure 

3. In this case, four out of six covalent docking tools could retrieve a near-native conformation in 

TOP10, but not in TOP1. This compound does not make significant noncovalent interactions in 

the binding pocket, thus increasing the complexity of the prediction. Consequently, none of the 

programs could correctly predict its geometry in TOP1, indicating that this scoring error was likely 

due to an incorrect modeling of the geometry of the electrophile at the attachment point. 

 

Figure 3. Case of scoring error arising from covalent self-docking of PDB entry 4US2, a maleimide-based 
ligand bound to the HRas:SOS complex. The co-crystallized ligand is shown in purple sticks, the best 
docking pose (TOP1) in orange, and the best pose in TOP10 in green. 

The performance was also analyzed by inspecting the impact of several ligand and target 

features on the docking outcome (see selected plots in Figure 4). In particular, results were 

dissected by the warhead chemistry as well as by other ligand properties (i.e., size and flexibility). 
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From the target side, the performance was analyzed based on the accessibility of targeted cysteines 

and the volume of the binding site that accommodates them. The effects of the protein and of 

protein-ligand noncovalent interaction patterns (pharmacophore content) were also investigated. 

 

Figure 4. Impact of selected ligand and target features on the covalent docking performance. 

Finally, a comparison to the performance obtained using traditional noncovalent docking 

methods against Cys-to-Ala mutated structures has shown that accurate predictions can be made 

even without modeling the bound form of covalent binders (Table 1). It was found that the 

noncovalent docking algorithms of the two best performing methods (Glide SP and ICM-Pro) were 

able to make 53% accurate TOP1 predictions, approximately 6% and 9% less than the respective 

covalent docking modules. Considering TOP10 solutions, the gap from covalent counterparts was 

further reduced (2% and 6% difference for Glide SP and ICM-Pro, respectively).  

Table 1. Noncovalent docking analysis of covalent complexes by Glide SP and ICM-Pro. 

noncovalent 
docking method 

TOP 
covalent docking noncovalent docking 

successful failed successful failed 

Glide SP 
1 59% 41% 53% 47% 

10 74% 26% 72% 28% 

ICM-Pro 
1 62% 38% 53% 47% 

10 88% 12% 82% 18% 
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Overall, this study provided many insights on the state-of-the-art of the technology and paved 

the way for the prospective covalent docking-based applications described in the next paragraphs. 

3.2. Virtual screening of single-warhead libraries 

Two protocols using dedicated covalent docking methods were developed for the virtual 

screening of single-warhead libraries. A proper application of these tools indeed requires to 

compile electrophilic libraries of compounds equipped with a single warhead chemotype, due to 

the inability of covalent docking to account for differences in warheads reactivity. Based on the 

results shown in the previous analysis and considering the significantly higher throughput of 

noncovalent docking and scoring algorithms, these protocols first use noncovalent docking to filter 

a large number of compounds, and then covalent docking is only applied to a limited number of 

pre-screened ligands. However, while sharing similar design principles, the two protocols use 

distinct and orthogonal approaches to model the noncovalent step and progressively filter the 

number of compounds along the screening cascade. 

The first protocol was developed for a large-scale virtual screening against the chymotrypsin-

like (β5i) subunit of the immunoproteasome (IP-β5i), a subtype of the proteasome complex 

involved in protein degradation in immune cells that 

has been linked to inflammatory and oncogenic 

processes. A library of ~104,000 compounds 

equipped with a boronic acid warhead was screened 

to identify new IP-β5i covalent inhibitors binding to 

the catalytic Thr1 with the same mechanism displayed 

by bortezomib, a dipeptide proteasome inhibitor 

approved as anti-cancer drug. In particular, the 

objective was to search for β5i selective covalent 

inhibitors with a nonpeptidic scaffold, in an effort to 

reduce the risks of side effects linked to a pan-

proteasome inhibition and to improve the 

pharmacokinetic profile of identified hits. 

Figure 5. Hierarchical protocol for the 
virtual screening against IP-β5i. 
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As shown in Figure 5, the hierarchical protocol uses various consecutive docking methods to 

gradually filter the number of compounds to be subjected to more time-consuming simulations. A 

warhead-constrained noncovalent docking by Glide SP is followed by two CovDock simulations 

using its virtual screening (VS) and pose prediction (LO) modules. At the end of the virtual 

screening against IP-β5i, 32 commercially available compounds were selected and purchased from 

Enamine. Five of the compounds tested in a biochemical assay were experimentally confirmed as 

IP-β5i inhibitors at 100 μM concentration. The two compounds showing the best inhibitory 

potency (1 and 2, Table 2) were further investigated by microscale thermophoresis (MST) 

measurements to confirm their binding to IP-β5i. In addition, biochemical fluorescence-based 

assays were performed to determine IC50 values of 34 µM and 45 µM. Finally, since covalent 

binding is typically characterized by a time-dependent inhibition, inhibitory potencies were 

measured with (30 min) and without pre-incubation of compounds and immunoproteasome prior 

to addition of the substrate. Both compounds have shown time-dependent IC50 values (Table 2), 

thus confirming their covalent binding mechanisms. 

Table 2. Structure and experimental results for the two best virtual screening hits against IP-β5i.  

# Structure 
Kd 

(μM) 

IC50 (μM) IP-β5i 

Pre-incubation 
(0 min) 

Pre-incubation 
(30 min) 

1 

 

22.4        
± 5.1 

60 ± 7 34 ± 2 

2 

 

41.1        
± 0.6 

59 ± 6 45 ± 1 

The binding mode predicted for these two hits is similar to that of Ro19,11 a known β5i selective 

noncovalent inhibitor with a nonpeptidic scaffold. Altogether, the described virtual screening 

protocol provided us with suitable starting points that can be further optimized into potent 

nonpeptidic IP-β5i selective covalent inhibitors. 

 
11 Cui, H.; Baur, R.; Groll, M., et al. ChemBioChem. 2017, 18 (6), 523–526. 
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Next, DUckCov was designed as another stepwise protocol intended to emphasize the role of 

interactions mediating the initial noncovalent complex. In line with the protocol described 

previously, DUckCov models both pre- and post-reaction conformations of screened ligands. 

However, following a noncovalent docking by rDock, it relies on Dynamic Undocking (DUck) as 

an orthogonal method to evaluate the strength of H-bonds considered to be crucial for target 

recognition mechanisms. Finally, CovDock-LO is used to predict the bound pose only for ligands 

that bind to their target through strong noncovalent interactions, thus making the workflow highly 

efficient and suitable for large screening libraries. The general workflow is shown in Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. The general workflow of DUckCov, a VS protocol applied against JAK3 and KRASG12C. 

DUckCov was applied to screen a library of ~50,000 acrylamides against Cys909 of JAK3, a 

tyrosine kinase linked with phenotypes of immunodeficiency, where protein-ligand binding occurs 

via highly conserved noncovalent interactions at the hinge region, and then against Cys12 of 

KRASG12C, a GTPase with a key role in several oncogenic processes, where these interactions are 

not conserved across known inhibitors. In the first case study, we aimed to identify compounds 

establishing robust H-bonds at the hinge region of JAK3 according to DUck. Five of the top 10 

virtual screening hits ranked by CovDock score were available and purchased from commercial 

suppliers. They were experimentally tested in an enzyme‐based assay that has finally confirmed 

three compounds as JAK3 inhibitors (Table 3). Compound 6, the top‐ranked ligand already 

reported as a EGFRL858R/T790M inhibitor for the treatment of non-small cell lung carcinoma,12 has 

shown the highest potency among confirmed hits (IC50 = 5 nM). Compounds 10 and 14 displayed 

IC50 values of 389 nM and 1.27 μM, respectively, with 14, a partially saturated analogue of 10, 

found to be less potent in line with the known preference of the hinge region for aromatic ligands. 

 
12 Cheng, H.; K. Nair, S.; W. Murray, B., et al. J. Med. Chem., 2016, 59 (5), 2005–2024. 
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Table 3. Structure and IC50 values for DUckCov hits experimentally confirmed as JAK3 inhibitors. 

Structure 

  
 

# 6 10 14 

IC50 (JAK3) 5 nM 389 nM 1.27 µM 

 

A structural ensemble approach was pursued against the more challenging KRASG12C, due to 

the pronounced flexibility of the switch-II pocket that accommodates the targeted Cys12. First, 

DUck was applied on KRASG12C structures in complex with acrylamide inhibitors available in the 

PDB. Then, the acrylamide library was screened by DUckCov against a structure/interaction if the 

energy required to break the H‐bond of the reference ligand was found to be higher than a pre-

defined threshold. Following visual inspection, nine of the ten selected hits were available for 

purchase at chemical vendors. The site specific binding of four of the nine tested compounds was 

confirmed by 1H,15N‐HSQC (2D NMR) measurements (Table 4). In detail, after the appropriate 

incubation time, changes in the HSQC spectra were detected based on chemical shift perturbations 

that confirmed the binding of these acrylamides in the allosteric pocket located near Cys12.  

Table 4. Structures of the four DUckCov hits experimentally confirmed as KRASG12C inhibitors. 

Structure 

  

# 16 18 

Structure 

  
# 22 24 
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Overall, DUckCov provided remarkable hit rates against two targets of high therapeutic interest 

(60% and 44% vs JAK3 and KRASG12C, respectively). In addition, by successfully applying it on 

systems with significantly different features of ligand binding, DUckCov has highlighted the 

importance of focusing on the noncovalent interactions established by covalent inhibitors. 

3.3. Virtual screening of multi-warhead libraries  

WIDOCK was developed as a warhead-sensitive virtual screening protocol for cysteine-

targeted covalent binders. It allows screening compound libraries that include multiple warhead 

types, thus addressing one of the main limitations of covalent docking methods. WIDOCK uses a 

noncovalent docking protocol (AutoDock4, also “AD4”) to focus on the noncovalent interactions 

occurring in the binding site, with an additional reactivity-scaled reward for compounds able to 

place the warhead close to the targeted cysteine. The reward is assigned in the form of a pseudo-

Lennard-Jones (pLJ) potential incorporated in the scoring function of the standard noncovalent 

AD4, applied to model the interaction between the reacting atom pair. Therefore, by including 

reactivity data, WIDOCK allows to screen compounds with 

different warheads to prioritize the most promising hits for 

experimental testing. Eventually, it relies on distance-based 

hit selection criteria: a compound is predicted as a “covalent 

hit” if the distance between the reacting atom pair is found 

within a certain threshold in the best scoring conformation. 

The general workflow is illustrated in Figure 7.

First, WIDOCK was retrospectively validated in several 

case studies by investigating independent libraries against 

five different targets. The virtual screening performance (here 

expressed as true positive rate, TPR) was also compared to 

that obtained by the dedicated covalent docking module of 

AD4 (flexible side chain method). 

In detail, focused sets of diverse warhead chemotypes 

were screened to test the retrieval of the experimental actives 

found against KRASG12C, MurA and cathepsin B (CatB).4,5  Figure 7. Workflow of WIDOCK.
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Furthermore, the protocol was challenged to reproduce the experimental screening results obtained 

by using larger electrophilic libraries against OTUB2 and NUDT7.13 Overall, WIDOCK was able 

to retrieve a significant amount of known actives against all targets (KRASG12C=83%; MurA=60%; 

CatB=100%; OTUB2=57%; NUDT7=34%), by also showing a consistently better performance 

over the flexible side chain method (Covalent AD4, Figure 8). 

Following retrospective validation, WIDOCK was applied for the prospective identification of 

covalent human MAO-A inhibitors acting via a new mechanism by binding to the active site 

Cys323. The same focused set tested against MurA and CatB (an in-house electrophilic fragment 

library) was screened against MAO-A using both WIDOCK and covalent AD4. Eight of the 12 

compounds experimentally confirmed as MAO-A inhibitors in an enzymatic assay were predicted 

as hits by WIDOCK (TPR=67%), while only four were correctly found by covalent AD4 (33%). 

MS/MS studies were performed to prove the covalent modification of MAO-A at Cys323, 

revealing the first experimentally confirmed cysteine-bound covalent inhibitors of MAO-A.  

 

Figure 8. Performance obtained by WIDOCK and covalent docking of AD4 in retrospective (KRASG12C, 
MurA, CatB, OTUB2, NUDT7) and prospective (MAO-A) VS applications. 

Altogether, the improved sensitivity of WIDOCK as compared to covalent docking in AD4 

emphasizes the importance of including warhead reactivity information in a virtual screening 

protocol for covalent binders. Furthermore, it was also shown that reaction barriers obtained by 

QM calculations might be used instead of experimental kinetic parameters to derive reactivity data 

 
13 Resnick, E.; Bradley, A.; Gan, J., et al. J. Am. Chem. Soc., 2019, 141 (22), 8951–8968. 
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for the pLJ potentials. As shown in Figure 9, virtual screening by WIDOCK using computed or 

experimental reactivity parameters resulted in comparable performance metrics when applied on 

the library tested against MurA, CatB and MAO-A. 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of WIDOCK performance metrics obtained using experimental and calculated 
reactivity parameters (defined by the area within blue and green lines, respectively).
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4. THESIS POINTS 

1. I have provided a comprehensive overview of available covalent docking algorithms with the 

aim to analyze the state-of-the-art of the technology by highlighting its current scope and limitations. 

A comparative evaluation of six covalent docking methods was performed on a set of 207 covalent 

protein-ligand complexes. These tools showed significant accuracy in predicting experimental 

binding modes, with ICM-Pro and CovDock retrieving around 60% of best scoring near-native 

conformations. A thorough analysis was carried out to reveal key trends and features influencing the 

docking performance. In particular, the success rate was found to vary depending on the warhead 

chemistry modeled. The analysis of ligand descriptors showed that increasing size and flexibility 

generally affected the pose prediction unfavorably, while a higher number of noncovalent 

pharmacophore features mediating the binding resulted in an improved performance of FITTED and 

ICM-Pro. Covalent docking programs performed differently for various proteins, hence suggesting a 

target-dependent choice of the docking tool to be preferred. Furthermore, it was found that increasing 

the accessibility of the target cysteine can generally lead to improved binding mode prediction 

accuracies. Finally, it was shown that noncovalent docking can provide accurate predictions despite 

neglecting the bound form of covalent binders [P1]. 

2. I have designed a computationally efficient virtual screening protocol using different docking 

methods provided by Schrödinger Inc., arranged in a hierarchical manner to optimize the screening 

throughput. The protocol was applied for the prospective identification of novel nonpeptidic boronic 

acids as covalent inhibitors of IP-β5i, finally resulting in five experimentally confirmed hits [P2]. 

3. I have contributed to design DUckCov, a stepwise virtual screening protocol for the 

identification of covalent inhibitors. DUck is used to prioritize stable binders by estimating the 

strength of H-bonds involved in the noncovalent complex. I have performed covalent docking 

simulations to predict ligand conformations in bound complexes. DUckCov was successfully applied 

in two case studies yielding remarkable hit rates (60% vs JAK3; 44% vs KRASG12C) [P3]. 

4. I have developed WIDOCK as a warhead-sensitive virtual screening protocol allowing the 

incorporation of reactivity data into docking simulations by AutoDock4. By reflecting differences in 

reactivity profiles, WIDOCK enables virtual screening of libraries composed of multiple warhead 

chemotypes. Following retrospective validations on diverse independent case studies, WIDOCK was 

successfully applied for the identification of the first experimentally confirmed cysteine-bound 

covalent inhibitors of MAO-A.
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5. APPLICATIONS 

The present thesis was focused on the investigation, development and application of 

computational protocols aimed to support the rational design and identification of TCIs. This work 

could provide a solid ground for a series of future applications and improvements in the field of 

covalent drug discovery. 

The comparative evaluation of covalent docking methods has provided a comprehensive 

analysis on the binding mode prediction performance of these tools, by also highlighting the key 

factors influencing the docking outcome. Furthermore, this study identified the most important 

aspects that should be considered for developing successful covalent docking protocols and paved 

the way for the covalent virtual screening applications carried out in our research group. 

Several covalent docking protocols were developed to screen electrophilic libraries against 

targets of pharmacological relevance. Due to the inability of covalent docking to account for 

differences in warheads reactivity, two highly efficient computational protocols were designed to 

enable large-scale virtual screening of compound libraries equipped with a single warhead 

chemistry. These protocols rely on orthogonal approaches and were conceived as hierarchical 

workflows to capture all the relevant contributions to the multi-step binding process of TCIs. In 

general, they were validated against targets with drastically different binding features, leading to 

the identification of novel covalent inhibitors as promising candidates for future medicinal 

chemistry optimizations. Therefore, we believe that these protocols can also be applied in virtual 

screening campaigns aimed to interrogate other proteins of high therapeutic significance. 

The development of WIDOCK allows to overcome the inherent limitations of covalent docking 

methods in comparing the reactivity of different warheads in the same screening library. The ever-

growing interest in covalent drug discovery is accelerating the experimental and computational 

characterization of electrophilic compounds, and will soon provide access to large databases of 

homogeneous reactivity data against different nucleophilic models. As a result, WIDOCK could 

be applied on always larger sets of compounds including mixed warhead chemotypes, thus 

allowing to expand the chemical space covered in the screening library. Furthermore, future 

implementations of the protocol might be focused on reproducing the promising results obtained 

with cysteine-targeted covalent binders also with other types of residues, enabling the exploration 

of new potential targets for covalent modification.
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